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 Let's Adhere to Ginger through her adventure!A person with pale skin may relate with the fun
of sunscreen.
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Enjoyed reading this book! Well crafted and great illustrations A great tale! My grandkids fuss
at putting on sunscreen, maybe this can help them see it's a very important thing! Easy
readable, cute, funny and the drawings are awsome.We gave it to s friend and her daughter
loves it as well! Beautifully written Beautifully written and the art is fantastic. Suggest to anyone.
Kids will enjoy the rhyming and illustrations. I will be sharing this book with others. Cute and
Helpful I recommend this reserve to all parents and grandparents. Great illustrations! The
illustrations are gorgeous and full of details that will catch your eyes. Great book to add to
your library if you like to get diverse stories about kids. Perfectly illustrated. Is a great book but
at the same time teaches the importance to protect our skin and prevent future problems in a
cute and vivid method. Since we reside in Arizona, this is a very precious story! I never really
thought that a kid wouldn't like to venture out and play due to the sun and needing to put
sunscreen on. Liked it! Beautiful illustrations! I love the way the little girl made her expressions in
nearly every page of the reserve.Recommend it for 1st graders as they improve their reading
skills. Fun story. Very well illustrated Fun story.!Go through it to your good skin kiddos! This is a
great little book I like the book. It really is true in our use of sunscreen and its challenges. Sweet
book! My toddler, 24 months old, loves this publication. It is her current preferred book. This is a
cute tale and helps little ones understand the significance of sun display. She takes it around
wherever we move and requires it become read every evening before she would go to sleep.
Great for children who are early visitors.
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